WITH EVERYTHING WE DO, WE AIM TO MAKE YOUR HOTEL-CLUB BUSINESS RUN SMOOTHER.

KEEPING AN EYE ON YOUR BUSINESS, VECTRON CCTV SURVEILLANCE
TOP 3 CCTV BENEFITS

Prevent theft – external or internal
Decrease insurance costs
No more secrets - Enables you to see what’s going on anytime from anywhere
INDUSTRIES WE SERVE

Our CCTV security business covers you know matter what your industry.

**Hospitality** - the right surveillance prevents fraudulent activities by staff or customers, break-ins during closure and injury claims.

**Gaming** - high quality monitoring of all gaming machines at all times identify individuals, cover all entrances and exits and cashier stations.

**Healthcare/Aged Care** – increase and improve facility management, drug management monitoring, aged care injury and enhance training.

**Warehousing/Manufacturing** – monitor all aspects of your business from unauthorised people on site, malfunctioning equipment, contamination of products and occupational health and safety claims.

**Pharmacy** – provide safety to staff and customers, prevention of shrinkage, unauthorised people on site and break-ins during closures.

**Retail** - safety for staff and customers, prevention of shrinkage and break-ins.

**Car Parking** – number plate recognition, vehicle details logged and recorded to a specific time with an image of the vehicle and number plate.

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU

- Honest and upfront business relationship
- Superior customer service
- Professionals that care
- Innovation on business optimization
- Support that never sleeps
PROCESS FEATURES

Features

Multiple cameras on one screen - Live video film or only preview images of cameras can be displayed simultaneously on a grid layout customised to your requirements.

Email Alerts - Configured to trigger on motion, alarm recording, set up changes or rebooting.

S.M.A.R.T. Alerts - Monitors and detects potential hard drive faults. It then automatically sends a warning message ensuring the potential problem is eradicated.

Motion Alerts - Initiates an action when a motion is detected. An automated email with a screenshot or a video clip is sent highlighting your premises and allowing an instant response.

POS CCTV Integration - Link your POS system directly to your CCTV solution. The system automatically records transaction details entered into the POS on the video footage.

Remote Access / Remote Playback - Live viewing via secure browser - switch cameras angles, playback stored footage, take snapshots and many more.

Remote viewing from your mobile device - Via an app from virtually anywhere with internet access you can remotely log in, view multiple cameras simultaneously all live, switch cameras angles, playback stored footage, take snapshots and much more.

Footage storage - 30 days + storage

Processes

Single source solution

A fully integrated IP CCTV solution with Vectron includes cabling, cameras, recorder, storage, hardware, software and more.

Installation

Our engineers and installers take pride in their work and respect your premises. Your installation will be clean with hidden cabling wherever possible.

Commissioning

Commissioning ensures that the framework complies with regulatory body requirements. Our knowledge of regulations covers all major industries.
FINANCING

We offer tailored financing options that are flexible, affordable and means manageable.

Monthly payments are 100% tax deductible.

Why Finance?
- Conserve your cash flow with no upfront capital outlay
- Fully tax deductible
- You are covered for equipment breakdowns

BENEFITS OF A SINGLE SOURCE SOLUTION

- Experience a smooth installation – with no compatibility issues.
- One contact person to manage your installation making it faster and much more efficient.

“Managing multiple venues I use remote CCTV viewing regularly, the image clarity and detail from our Vectron system ensures I have comprehensive management of each venue.”
- Tony Peate
  Operations Manager
  PubCo Group
**CCTV FUNDAMENTALS**

- Advanced IP megapixel technology
- Weatherproof with no mechanical moving parts
- Event controlled complete recording within the camera (select models)
- Alarm function, speaker and microphone
- Dim light vision capability (select models)
- Easy plug and play setup
- Remote viewing/surveillance via the internet

---

**Total Solution**

VECTRON ALSO PROVIDES:

- POS
- PAGING
- DIGITAL SIGNAGE
- POS PERIPHERALS

---

**Our goal is to provide you with the most effective POS solution and all-round service to run your venue.**

sales@vectron.com.au
www.vectron.com.au

1300 VECTRON 832 876